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About This Game

Plunge into court politics and change the course of history, or pursue a love affair that rocks the kingdom to its foundations!

"Affairs of the Court" is an epic interactive fantasy novel by Heather Albano and Adam Strong-Morse. It's a tale of romance,
deception and court intrigue, where your choices control the story. The game is entirely text-based--223,000 words, without

graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will you play as male or female? Gay, straight, or bi? Match wits with the schemers of the court, or play your suitors off each
other? Will you find true love? Gain a crown? Lose your head?
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After about 40min i got stuck, the game dont really explain anything at all and i am starting to think its a bug preventing me
from going anywhere.The game also seems to start instantly with no explenation on who you are or how you got there.
The reason i would not recommend this is however based on the lack of a save feature, the game seem to auto save when you
progress to the next chapter in the game so if it is possible to miss something then there is no way to undo the damage or any
way to finding out unless you restart every time you get stuck.. I've owned this game for a long time and just now gave it a try.
I'm not the puzzle type, I mostly play fast paced games, shooters, etc. But lately I've needed a break and have been looking for a
game that can help me relax. This game has impressed me with its simple gameplay and pleasing visuals. Definately worth
checking out if you need a game to help you chill.. dis game is 2 ez.

Nah seriously, this is a good and fast game. However, be prepared to suffer, my brain is hurting for the Nightmare Mode. Even
if I don't win the cash prize, I'll finish the game, no matter what. I hate when a game is laughing at my face.. fun open world
game.. Enjoyable RTS. Light hearted table-top feel to it. Familiarity of Tom Clancy game-based characters help (i.e. Mitchell is
moving up!). It is a good game.. would recommend, will support all the way keep up the work. After 100+ hours in this game, i
can safely say this $3 game is really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in good. Easy to understand and hard to master. And with my
favorite level being a community level, there's an endless amount of content for you to chew through. Highly recommend.. I
first played it on mobile,
Only played for a little bit on PC.
It is the same, without ads, and of course, on a bigger screen.
Pretty addictive, simple, yet fascinating.

You *can* play it like a traditional, turn based RPG game,
Or as a simple management game.

You can attack manually, or let your party attack by themselves.
Choose the gear you FIND in dungeons (or buy in the shop for dirt cheap)
or let them be equipped automatically.

Manage different classes, items, boosts, powers, items, in a very simple yet effective way.

The best of all is you DON'T need to pay even a cent, EVERYTHING if unlockable with igc (in game currency)
what you *HAVE* to do is recruit 5 adventurers, the rest is optional (and fun). UPDATE: The devs have now stopped working
on this game to focus all their efforts on Party Hard 2. As such I no longer feel I can recommend purchasing this game. It's an EA
title that is not in active development.

Party Hard Tycoon is a party management game that uses the Party Hard universe (and a lot of its assets) to bring life to parties,
rather than the death the original game has you create.

The aim of the game is to create the best parties possible and make enough of a profit to ensure your next one is even better.
You start with a reasonable budget but dear lord don't make the same mistake I did and spend it all on one party (leave the damn
DJ table alone!) because this is your overall budget and not on a party-by-party basis. As with Party Hard the music is excellent
and the graphics are easy on the eyes. It's a great concept and I can see having a lot of fun with it as the game moves through
Early Access.

I've encountered two problems thus far that limit the potential of the game though. First of all, the graphics don't really scale
with the resolution you choose. If you have a big monitor the text becomes at best a little blurry and at worst borderline
unreadable, the map suffers a similar issue. This doesn't have much of an effect on in-party graphics, but I would expect the text
to be crisp, clear and readable on all resolutions. Secondly, you need to place speakers literally EVERYWHERE if you want to
avoid guests exclaiming "where is music?" every few seconds and this really eats up a big portion of your budget. I had guests
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stand directly behind a speaker and say this on more than one occasion, the radius in which music is audible to guests needs to
be more realistic.

As I said earlier, it's a fun concept and it's one I'm very much interested in, but at the moment some real work needs to be done
to the mechanics in order to make this more enjoyable, including a more in-depth tutorial. I'd still recommend picking it up
though since it's very reasonably priced and, despite its current shortcomings, it's an enjoyable game that has real promise.
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I love it. I saw a youtuber play it and bought it immediately. I don't know what everyone was expecting, its a low budget indie
game. Give it a break.. I just wanted to see what drivers where outdated on my pc, and after installing all recommendations, I
experienced massive framedrops from 50fps to 8fps in dota2 or dirt rally or any game even at the lowest settings. I rolled back
the nvdia driver but still the problem persist.

Conclusion: better install for yourself the latest drivers and see witch ones are good or bad. SAFE automatic driver upgrades just
are not here yet. Not recommended.. This game is really really nice as I expected, Although it may look easy at first, this game
is really complicated in a good way, it's really challenge you all the way to the top, I'm really happy with all of the comic gags
that this game brings, it really improves the whole experience, also the customization tool is really nice, it lets you bring to life
some crazy figures and I like the freedom of creating new warriors.. Fantastic gameplay and wonderful experience. The story is
great and completely immerses you in the gameplay.. This game feels unfinished. Gameplay is repetitive. Maps and locations
are dull and troops classes doesen't give you much in a strategy. Wonderful music! It gives my heart a colorful journey. Jesper
Kyd-I have been knowing him since Batman and Robin on SEGA. I think I'm in love.... First impressions looks really nice. Only
problem is the level loading times; I've never known anything so slow. Could probably go down the pub for a pint between level
loading, which doesn't seem very good for a 2D platformer. I'll update after a while.. Awful game just trying to fleece kids of
their money want refund!. No in-game menu, the puzzles are ridiculous, the physics are horrible, low-poly models, bad audio,
you can't save your progress, and you and at least one object can definitely fall through the floor.

Do not buy this game.

Apparently, they have a part 2. I'm not sure why. They probably should have made sure the first part worked before making a
second.. The two story series account for a beautiful fairy tale of Nephise. It is typically walking simulator, with beautiful
atmosphere, and nice sound recordings, appreciate.
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